RON-WC1 Disabled toilet alarm - Installation Instructions
This kit provides a simple solution to providing a low cost, simple to install disabled toilet alarm system. The kit is already programmed as a single
user system so all that is required is range testing and fixing to appropriate walls. In the event that additional light units are required or additional
pull cord or reset buttons, setting up instructions are below. NOTE: The range of the transmitting units is 25 Metres. If a light unit is required at a
reception area, a signal booster may be required.
INSTALLING BATTERIES (alarm unit ILB-02): Remove the small cross head screw that secures the battery cover. Gently lift up the securing clip
then remove the battery tray cover. Slid out the battery cover and fit the 4 x 0 cell batteries as indicated. Replace the battery tray observing the direction label on the end of the battery tray. Replace the cover and securing screw.
Programming

buttons

into the light unit:

Put light into "program"

mode

(a) Press and continue to hold the program button in the rear of the light unit. The red "Iow battery" LED in the light unit flashes.
(b) Continue to hold down the program button until the LED goes to "steady".
leased.
Program

prepared

Emergency

Call buttons:

The light unit is then in program mode and the button may be re-

(applicable only when using a Central Monitor)

(a) Choose a call, or reset button (ready programmed) required to work with this particular light unit.
(b) Using a proximity magnetic, place the magnet at the point indicated by the printed "triangle" at the top right hand corner of the front panel of the
button unit. Hold for a few seconds until the button unit assurance LED on the button glows steadily to indicate that the pre-programmed "read-in"
signal at the button is being transmitted to the light and the magnet may be removed.
Note 1. Upon being activated, buttons continue to transmit for a period of 15 seconds to ensure the integrity of an alarm.
If another unit is programmed into the light before this unit has stopped transmitting there may be a small delay before it is received.
Note 2. If the particular button code has already been read into the unit on a previous occasion it will be ignored if you try to program again. You
can test by pressing the button, the unit will beep each time it receives a valid code.
(c) The large alarm light on the light unit flashes accompanied by an audible "beep" to confirm button recorded.
accompanied by one "beep" sound, this indicates that there is only one button recorded in the light unit.

If the large light flashes once only

The number of flashes and beeps indicate the number of button units recorded and stored in the light unit memory. A maximum of 15 buttons can
be stored in any particular light unit. In the event of the light unit memory being full (15 buttons), an attempt to record a further button will result in a
longer tone sound to indicate "not accepted".
(d) With the light unit still in "program" mode and if there is space in its memory, it is ready to receive and program another button. As each button
is successfully recorded, the large alarm light flashes and the number of "beep" sounds indicate and confirm how many buttons have been recorded. For example, first button recorded results in one flash accompanied by one beep. Second button recorded results in two flashes with two
beeps etc.
3.3.3 Further light unit procedure:
(a) In the meantime, if the light is still in program mode its low battery LED is illuminated "steady".
following the same procedure (above).

Further buttons may now be "read-in" to this light,

(b) As a fail safe function, should the light unit be left in "program" mode and no more buttons are activated by the magnet for a period of approximately 1 minute and 45 seconds, the light unit will automatically exit program mode and retum to normal operation. This will be indicated by a number of flashes on the large light, accompanied by a number of "beep" sounds (this indicates how many buttons are recorded in the light unit). The
"Iow battery" LED in the light unit is now extinguished to indicate "normal" operation.
(c) Alternatively, to immediately manually exit the light unit "program" mode, press and hold down the mode button. The "Iow battery" LED will flash
for a few seconds, followed by the large alarm light and sounder indicating the number of buttons recorded. The button can then be released and
the light unit will then return to normal operation.
Notes:
1. Up to 15 buttons can be program and recorded by anyone

light unit.

2. A button will only work with this light, or other lights that have been recorded with its code.
3. Should the memory (15 buttons) be full and an attempt be made to record a further button, the light unit will emit a longer tone sound to indicate
"not accepted".
4. The volume of the alarm sounder is adjusted by using a small screwdriver to turn the rotary control next to the program learn button located top
rear of the alarm unit.
5. Full call button programming instructions are only issued on request. Call 01536 264 869 if required.

IN USE
The emergency signal from the call button is transmitted when either the pull cord is operated or the central button is pressed. A reassurance LED
lights for around 20 seconds then goes out automatically. The alarm unit will begin flashing the alarm beacon and operating the buzzer. To cancel
the alarm, press the reset button. The alarm unit will reset within 10 seconds. If the reset button is not pressed, the alarm unit will continue to operate.
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Notes:

Altemative 12Vdc power
connector (reverse polarity protected)

ac power adaptor jack socket in lower side of case
(reverse polarity protected)
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